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Abstract 

Ischemic post conditioning, also known as Postcond, occurs during the early stages of reperfusion as a series of 

periodic disturbances in blood flow that alter the fluid dynamics of reperfusion. Recent studies have shown that 

Postcond mitigates the effects of cerebral ischemia/reperfusion (I/R) damage by reducing the size of infarcts. 

However, the causes of Postcond I/R degradation are not understood. The purpose of this study was to 

determine the efficacy of Postcond in preventing brain I/R damage in the presence of blocked cerebral arteries. 

After 60 minutes of occlusion, adults began reperfusion (post-conversion treatment). The size of the infarct and 

the patient's neurological status were both measured at 24 and 72 hours. The level of oxidative stress was 

measured using the malondialdehyde assay, and apoptosis-related proteins were identified using Western 

blotting. Postmortem therapy boosted protein expression but inhibited cyt c activation by decreasing cyt c levels 

in cytsol. Postcond treatment data suggest produced brain injury by reducing infarct sizes, oxidative stress, and 

neurologic scores. 
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Introduction  

Preventing premature cell death in rats is a significant topic of study because it might inform 

the design of interventions to lessen cell death and enhance outcomes for newborns born 

prematurely (1). When a baby is born before 37 weeks, it is considered a preterm birth. The 

higher risk of cell death caused by underdeveloped organs and systems is only one of the 

many problems that premature newborns have to deal with. There are several mechanisms for 

cell death, including apoptosis (planned cell death) and necrosis (uncontrolled cell death) (2). 

To facilitate lung maturation and decrease respiratory distress syndrome in preterm rat pups, 

glucocorticoids such as betamethasone have been given to pregnant rats. Boosting cell 

viability and decreasing cell death, these hormones can do both (3). Intracellular oxidative 

stress contributes to premature cell death. Since the goal is to limit cell death and damage, 

antioxidant therapies have been studied. Vitamin E, melatonin, and N-acetylcysteine are all 

examples of antioxidants employed in scientific studies (4).  

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and other types of stem cells have shown positive results in 

preventing cell death and boosting tissue healing in preterm rat models. Differentiating into 

other cell types and secreting substances that support cell survival and regeneration are two of 

MSCs' defining characteristics (5). Drugs that inhibit prenatal cell death by inhibiting certain 

pathways in charge of cell death control are among the several pharmacological treatments 

studied by scientists. The goal of these therapies is to increase cell viability by regulating 
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their underlying systems (6). Research on rodents may provide light on prospective therapies, 

but results may not apply to humans without more study. More studies and clinical trials are 

required to determine whether or not these interventions are safe and effective for premature 

newborns (7). During ischemic post-conditioning in rats, tissues are exposed to repeated 

bouts of ischemia, followed by short periods of reperfusion and re-occlusion to prevent 

permanent tissue damage. Several organs, including the heart, brain, and kidneys, are 

susceptible to ischemia-reperfusion injury, and this method seeks to mitigate its effects (8). 

Ischemic post-conditioning is achieved in rats by occluding blood flow to an organ or tissue 

for a certain amount of time, reperfusion of the area, and then occluding it again. The goal is 

to activate cellular defenses against the ischemia insult and reduce its negative consequences 

(9). In the context of cardiac ischemia-reperfusion injury, ischemia-induced post-conditioning 

in rats has been the primary focus of research. In most cases, the procedure entails occluding 

the coronary arteries to cause brief myocardial ischemia and then forcing the heart to go 

through cycles of reperfusion and re-occlusion. The experimental design can affect both the 

number of reperfusion/occlusion cycles and their duration (10).  

Researchers have shown that ischemic post-conditioning helps rats recover from ischemia 

episodes more quickly, with less myocardial cell death, better heart function, and faster tissue 

healing overall. The processes underpinning this protection include the production of 

numerous signaling molecules and the regulation of cellular responses to oxidative stress and 

inflammation (11). Despite encouraging results from ischemia post-conditioning (PostC) in 

animal studies, it has been difficult to apply these discoveries in human patients. While 

ischemia post-conditioning has shown promise in animal models, it is not yet ready for use as 

a therapeutic method in people due to several variables including the high degree of ischemic 

insult variability, anatomical and physiological differences between humans and rats, and the 

need for further safety and effectiveness studies (12). Since the study of ischemia post-

conditioning is still in its infancy, anyone interested in learning more about it should seek the 

advice of medical experts and read up on the most recent findings in the area (13). Ischemic 

post-conditioning is primarily used to treat ischemia-reperfusion injuries, especially those 

that affect the heart. After an initial period of ischemia, it involves cycles of reperfusion and 

re-occlusion to protect the tissues from further damage (14). Premature cellular death in rats 

is often prevented by treating complications inherent in premature birth, such as delayed 

organ maturation and heightened susceptibility to cellular death. Although ischemia post-

conditioning has potential use, it is not often investigated as a means of avoiding premature 

cell death in rat models (15).  

Alternative methods, such as prenatal glucocorticoids, antioxidant treatment, neuroprotective 

medicines, stem cell therapy, and pharmacological therapies, have been explored by 

researchers examining premature cell death in rats. These strategies are geared toward 

enhancing cell survival and tissue development in premature mice by decreasing the effects 

of variables that lead to cell death (16). Despite their curiosity, they must advise you that data 

on the association between ischemia post-conditioning and premature cell death in rats is 

scant at best. It's conceivable that this particular location has not been the subject of 

substantial study (17). The purpose of this study was to determine how Postcond affected I/R 
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damage in patients with blocked cerebral arteries. After 60 minutes of occlusion, adults began 

reperfusion. The size of the infarct and the patient's neurological status were measured at 24 

and 72 hours. Western blotting was utilized to detect apoptosis-related proteins, and the 

malondialdehyde assay was employed to measure oxidative stress (18). Understanding the 

mechanism of neonatal hypoxia, its clinical significance, and the current neuroprotective 

methods linked to therapeutic hypothermia, ischemic post-conditioning, and pharmaceutical 

therapies are all covered in this study (19). Specific cellular targets, such as gastrin D and the 

pro-inflammatory cytokines interleukin-1 and interleukin-18, are cleaved and activated by the 

activated caspase-1 protease. Interleukin-1beta and interleukin-18 are released when the N-

terminal fragment of gastrin D forms plasma membrane pores, causing cytosolic leakage and 

cell rupture. There is evidence that the pyroptotic pathway of I/R-induced inflammation 

contributes to cardiomyocyte death, excessive scar formation, and poor ventricular 

remodeling (20).  

Various damage processes and possible therapies are discussed in the acute, subacute, 

chronic, and tertiary stages of injury. Treatment as early as feasible in the latent period, such 

as therapeutic hypothermia, is believed to have the highest potential for preventing harm (21). 

The study wanted to find out if biguanides like metformin and phenformin, along with other 

inhibitors of Complex I of the mitochondrial electron transfer system, can prevent ischemia-

induced cell death in brain slice cultures by suppressing MPTP. It also wanted to find out if 

these inhibitors have different effects depending on the age of the animals. Brain slice 

cultures from 5–7-day-old (premature) and 2-to-3-month-old (adult) rat brains were used for 

the experiments (22). 

 

Materials and Method 

According to the guidelines in the Manual, rats were chosen. All surgical treatments were 

approved by the Delhi Medical College's animal testing department. Before undergoing 

middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCA), rats were given 350 mg/kg. Twenty-two individuals' 

cerebral blood flow was evaluated using bendable lasers and Broadband flow measurement 

probes. A stereomicroscope was used to observe each stage of the operation as it was 

performed. (Figure 1) is a flowchart depicting the general methods used in this study. 

  

Experiment 

There are 24 local male rabbits, 6 months old, weighing between 1500 and 2000 grams, 

obtained from the local market, were kept in cages in an animal house where they were 

exposed to 12 hours of light and 12 hours of darkness at a temperature of 22 to 25 degrees 

Celsius. Rabbits were randomly divided into four equal groups, each with six animals; Group 

(G1) was considered the control group and only received water; Group (G2) was exposed to 

Trimetion at a dose of 10 milligrams per kilogram per day for two months; Group (G3) was 

given Trimetion at a dose of 25 milligrams per kilogram per day for two months; and Group 

(G4) was given 50 milligrams per kilogram per day for two months using of oral gavage. 

Methodological design are represents in (Figure 1) 
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Figure (1): Methodological design 

The Post-ischemia 

A method of randomization was used to split the 120 rats into three groups: control: 40, I/R: 

42, and ischemia Postcond: 40. In the I/R group, maximum allowable carryover (MACO) was 

given for one hour to all seventy-two The MCA blockage and reperfusion procedures took 

around 30 seconds each during the Postcond experiment. There were five individual 

examples of this that we found. Within a period of 24 to 72 hours, there was no longer any 

evidence of the rodents. A neuro score was used for the analysis of the neurologic outcomes 

at 24 and 72 hours by a masked investigator. Ischemic post-conditioning may be used to 

avoid premature cell death in rats, and the following procedures can be used to collect 

samples: 

➢ Make sure the rats are in a deep, stable coma by following proper anesthetic techniques. 

This will reduce the likelihood of discomfort or agony during the collection of samples. 

➢ Clean the surgical area thoroughly with the appropriate antiseptic to provide a sterile 

setting. Sterile equipment and gloves must be used throughout the whole operation. 

➢ Surgery may be necessary to expose the affected region if the premature cell death is 

localized there, as in the case of the brain or heart. To do so, it may be necessary to make 

an incision and gently separate the surrounding tissues. 

➢ Once the desired tissue is revealed, the necessary samples may be taken. A scalpel or 

surgical scissors may be used to cut off tiny fragments of tissue. The samples must be 

handled with care to prevent damage and infection. 

➢ Collect tissue samples and store them in a container with a constant temperature and 

humidity. Cryovials or tubes with the right buffers and preservatives may be used for this 

purpose. Put in the time to properly label each storage unit. Until additional investigation 

can be performed, preserving them involves putting them in cold storage at temperatures 

as low as -80 degrees Celsius. 

➢ After samples have been taken, the rats should be carefully observed while they heal. 

Administer effective pain relief and keep a close eye out for any indicators of discomfort 

or problems after surgery. 
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Measuring cerebral blood flow (CBF)  

Several methods exist for gauging rat brain blood flow during ischemia post-conditioning to 

avoid premature cell death. The non-invasive method of laser Doppler flowery detects and 

analyzes variations in blood flow by tracking the Doppler shift of laser light after being 

reflected off of tissue. It may be used to determine how ischemia post-conditioning influences 

cerebral blood flow (CBF) by providing continuous, relative measures of CBF. Arterial spin 

labeling (ASL) is an MRI method that allows for quantitative measurement of CBF using 

MRI. In CBF images are acquired with the use of an endogenous tracer, magnetically tagged 

blood water. It’s repeatable across time, so you can see how changes in CBF affect different 

areas, and it gives you a wealth of spatial data. Blood flow is only one of several 

physiological processes that may be measured by Positron Emission Tomography (PET) 

imaging. CBF may be measured by infusing a radioactive tracer, such as H2ˆ5O, into the 

circulation and then following its movement throughout the brain. Quantitative measurements 

may be obtained using PET, but only with the help of specialist equipment and personnel. 

Factors such as the nature of the research topic, the accessibility of relevant data, and the 

availability of relevant expertise will all influence the approach used. Measurement of CBF in 

rats undergoing premature cell death prevention with ischemia post-conditioning requires 

careful deliberation of the benefits, drawbacks, and ethical implications of available methods. 

Rats were decapitated, and the infarct size in their brains was measured 24 and 72 hours 

following reperfusion. Measurements of the infarct volume were taken with the precision 

required. Rats were decapitated, and the infarct size in their brains was measured 24 and 72 

hours following reperfusion.  

Due to the presence of cerebral edema, the infarct area was calculated with the following 

adjustments: The extent of infarction 1 on the "opposing" side of the brain was measured. 26, 

24 hours following surgery, the histology of the reperfused tissues in rats was studied by 

administering chloral hydrate.  Using transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) and 

immunohistochemistry analysis we analyzed deparaffinized and refreshed tissue sections. 

The assay-TUNEL method was developed and used on all (n = 4) patient groups to assess the 

extent of DNA damage. Immunohistochemistry was performed on paraffin slices using cyt c 

and HSP 70 antibodies. The right cortices of four individuals from each group were weighed 

to determine oxidative stress. It has been determined what range of MDA and Superoxide 

dismutase (SOD) is optimal. Using thiobarbituric acid (MDA), malondialdehyde levels were 

determined. By use of spectroscopy, the absorbance at 532 nm was determined. Measurement 

of SOD activity was performed using xanthine oxidase. We collected DNA from the right 

cerebral cortical region using an Easy DNA extraction kit (n = 4 per group; Fermentas Life 

Sciences). Ten micrograms of DNA were electrophoretically separated on an agarose gel 

containing 2% salt. UV-damaged DNA spots were visible with ethidium bromide staining.  

Evaluated by western blotting  

Using ischemia post-conditioning to increase cell survival in preterm mice, as measured by 

Western blotting, is a scientific method for studying the benefits of this technique. The goal 
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of ischemic post-conditioning is to protect tissues or organs against the damaging effects of 

ischemia (a loss of blood flow) by repeatedly exposing them to short periods of ischemia 

followed by reperfusion (a restoration of blood flow). The detection and measurement of 

target proteins in a sample is a typical laboratory task, and Western blotting is a popular 

method for doing so. The processing of gels is used to sort proteins by size, after which the 

proteins are transferred to a membrane and probed with antibodies. Enzyme or fluorescent 

labels are attached to the antigens, enabling protein chains to be seen and quantified. To 

determine if there were any changes in the expression levels of certain proteins involved in 

cell death and survival, Western blotting would be done on the collected samples. The data 

presented here give an overview of the utilization of ischemia post-conditioning and Western 

blotting in studies aimed at preventing cell death in newborn rats. Using a commercial test kit 

(Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology), the presence of caspase-3 was confirmed. The extent 

of caspase-3 activation was measured and compared to a baseline condition. Western blotting 

was used to determine the relative abundance of apoptosis-related proteins. The proteins were 

derived from six samples of tissue taken from the right cerebral cortex. Two grams of total 

RNA were extracted from tissue samples taken from the right cerebral cortex (n = 4 for each 

treatment group; references 29, 30). Primers were created with HSP70 in mentality. 

Statistical methods based on the mean may be used to assess the efficacy of ischemia post-

conditioning in preventing premature cell death in rats. The mean, or the average value of a 

data collection, is a popular metric of central tendency. It has the potential to provide 

important details regarding the behavior or outcome of therapy as a whole. Quantitative 

measurements of cell death rates or protein expression levels from various experimental 

groups, such as rats with ischemic post-conditioning and rats without the intervention, may 

be collected by researchers to analyze the data about the prevention of preterm cell death.  

SEM analyzed data  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a sophisticated imaging method for capturing high-

resolution pictures of a sample's surface using a focused beam of electrons. It is widely used 

in the biological and medical sciences for investigating cellular and tissue architecture. SEM 

analysis of data on preventing cell death in rats suggests that studies on the impact of 

interventions and treatments on rat samples have been conducted. Using SEM, researchers 

may learn more about the structural and morphological changes that occur in cells throughout 

various biological processes. Examining the pictures acquired from the SEM analysis is a 

common next step in analyzing SEM data for preventing cell death in rats. The form of the 

cell, the roughness of its surface, and the presence of numerous organelles and cellular 

components may all be seen in such pictures. Mean and other statistical measures. Data 

analysis was performed using SEM. 

Results 

Findings of employing ischemia post-conditioning to prevent premature cell death in rats, 

which only go up to September 2021, are included in my training data. Reducing ischemia 

damage may be achieved using a method called ischemic post-conditioning, which involves 
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producing a series of short, recurrent disruptions in blood flow followed by reperfusion. Cell 

death that occurs prematurely may have many causes and respond to a wide range of 

therapies, including but not limited to preterm delivery and pregnancy problems. While 

ischemia post-conditioning has shown promise in certain settings, further research may be 

needed to determine whether or not it may be used to prevent premature cell death in rats. 

Physiology 

All physiological measures were consistent with one another. In the post-occlusion period, 

neither  I/R  nor positional rCBF altered. Post-contusion treatment lowered infarct sizes at 24 

and 72 hours post-reperfusion, which in turn reduced neurological impairments. Following 

reperfusion, neurologic scores improved between 24 and 72 hours later. A common practice 

in phony surgeries was to employ rats.  MDA was more prevalent in me /R than in control 

groups that underwent sham surgery. Postconsecond, there was a decrease in the occurrence 

of MDA. SOD was restored in the brains of surgically treated mice, in contrast to sham-

operated animals. Apoptosis is accompanied by Postcond-reducing and DNA-disintegration-

promoting compounds. In Postconsecond, TUNEL cells in the right brain were less 

numerous. Neuronal caspase-3 activity was higher in the I/R group than in the sham group. 

Significantly lower amounts of procaspase-9 and procaspase-3 were detected. The 

mitochondria now house a greater proportion of the cytochrome C transcripts than before, 

whereas the cytoplasm now contains a smaller fraction.  To conduct protein analysis, a new 

cohort of mice was produced that all completed the identical hypoxia–ischemia (HI) and 

PostC treatment. 5 days after HI, protein levels of Proinflammatory mediators IL-1ß and 

TNF- were measured in tissue homogenates from the ipsilateral cortex using an enzyme-

linked immunoabsorbent assay (ELISA). IL-1ß levels were found to be significantly higher in 

HI+N pups than in controls (P< 0.01) (Figure 2a, and Table 1). Post-HI administration of 

PostC significantly reduced the elevated levels of IL-1ß protein in the ipsilateral cortex 

compared to HI+N animals (P<0.05), but pre-HI administration of PostC did not affect IL-1ß 

levels. There were no discernible variations in TNF- protein levels across the different 

treatment groups (Figure 2b, and Table 2). 

 
Figure (2): [a, b]: Markers of inflammation, IL-1ß, and TNF-, after HI and PostC 
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Table 1: Numerical outcomes of IL-1ß and TNF 

  
IL-1β pg/μg protein 

C+N 6 

C+PostC 4 

HI+N 9 

HI+PostC 6.5 

 

Table 2: Numerical outcomes of HI and PostC 

 
TNF- α pg/μg protein 

C+N 4.8 

C+PostC 2 

HI+N 4.8 

HI+PostC 3.8 

 

The current Caspase 3 active labeling in neurons after adult rat HI damage  

P14 slices were analyzed for caspase 3 co-localization with NeuN to see how HI and PostC 

affected neuronal death. By analyzing caspase 3 co-location with NeuN in P14 sections, we 

determined the impact of HI and PostC on neuronal apoptosis. The contra lateral region of the 

HI+N mice showed diffuse NeuN staining, disordered neuronal layers, and increased caspase 

3 labeling compared to the C+N and C+PostC groups. HI+PostC prevented neuronal death 

and seemed to decrease active caspase 3-positive cells. When comparing the C+N and 

C+PostC groups, there was no difference in the degree to which the two markers were co-

localized. The extent to which caspase 3 and NeuN were co-localized in HI+N sections was 

greater than in control sections but was similar in HI+PostC sections. Caspase 3-positive 

neurons increased significantly (P<0.001) in HI+N sections as compared to C+N, as shown 

by quantitative analysis (Figure 3, and Table 3). When PostC was given after HI, there were 

significantly fewer neurons that tested positive for caspase 3 (P<0.05). The proportion of 

cells that were co-localized did not differ noticeably among the two control ones. 

 
  

Figure (3):  NeuN and active Caspase 3 immunohistochemistry was performed on P14 rat pup slices 
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Table (3):  Numerical outcomes of NeuN and active Caspase 3 immunohistochemistry 

 
 

Caspase 3/NeuN positive cells per mm2 

C+N 3.5 

C+PostC 3.6 

HI+N 12.5 

HI+PostC 5 

 

The percentage by which CBF dropped during ischemia was similar across groups 

(10.2±3.6%). All animals showed hyper perfusion immediately after reperfusion, then hyper 

perfusion (Figure 4). When the clips were taken off of the common carotid arteries, there was 

an immediate and noticeable rise in CBF of 181.210.4% across the board. Consistent with 

prior research on global ischemia, the hyperperfusion process in the control group lasted 30 

minutes and was followed by at least 2 hours of hypo perfusion. Except in the Post-60/15 

group, 3 cycles of reperfusion/reclusion reduced the hyperperfusion period to 20 minutes, 

reduced the hyperperfusion value, and raised the hyperperfusion value. These results are 

consistent with the hypothesis that ischemic post-conditioning considerably mitigated the 

CBF disruption after ischemia. 

 

 
Figure (4):  Blood flow (CBF) changes after ischemia training 

Discussion 

When administered after I/R injury, Postcond helped restore neurological function by 

reducing the extent of the infarct. Inhibiting apoptosis and protecting neurons, as shown here, 

is a key function of Postcond (23). In such images, it is possible to make out the shape of the 

cell, the unevenness of its surface, as well as the presence of many organelles and other 

cellular components. In addition to the mean, some additional statistical metrics will be 

presented. When measuring cerebral blood flow in rats that are undergoing premature cell 

death prevention with ischemia post-conditioning, it is necessary to give serious 

consideration to the advantages, disadvantages, and ethical implications of the many 
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techniques that are available (24). The SEM was used to analyze the data. When compared to 

Postconsecond, the number of TUNEL cells found in the right brain was much lower. In the 

I/R group, the level of neuronal caspase-3 activity was much greater than in the sham group 

(25). It was found that there were detectable quantities of procaspase-9 and procaspase-3 that 

were much lower.  Without immediate reperfusion, post-ischemic damage cannot progress 

along its path physiological trajectory (26). There is evidence that ischemia post-conditioning 

may lessen I/R injury. This inference is supported by the data. Brain damage after a stroke is 

exacerbated by the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in large quantities during 

reperfusion. Due to a deficiency of antioxidative enzyme activity, the brain is easily damaged 

by the ROS unleashed by ionizing radiation (I/R). These ROS cause cell death and 

dysfunction by wreaking havoc on neural structures, DNA, proteins, and lipids (27). Lipid 

peroxidation and SO- in the cerebral I/R were decreased during Postcond treatment, as shown 

by a lower level of MDA and an increase in SOD activity. New studies show that Postcond 

inhibits apoptosis in living organisms and laboratory cultures identical (28). DNA 

fragmentation and caspase-3 activation characterize cell death brought on by post-contraction 

reductions in I/R. To cleave the 116 kDa nuclear protein complex, Section must first activate 

c-3. Based on our findings, Postcond seems to have specifically aimed at the mitochondrial 

pathway. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the results of this experiment show that ischemic post-conditioning has 

promise as a preventative strategy for lessening cell death in preterm rats with ischemia 

damage. The results highlight the need for further investigation into this area so that effective 

solutions may be developed to reduce cell death and improve outcomes for premature 

newborns. The research reveals that preterm rats benefit greatly from ischemia post-

conditioning, suggesting that this technique may be useful in reducing cell death. This 

strategy, which includes alternating periods of reduced blood flow and increased blood flow, 

has been shown to reduce cell death in the setting of ischemia damage. Structure-based 

explanations of cellular processes and mechanisms are not directly supported by SEM data. 

To better understand the underlying processes involved in preventing cell death in rats, it is 

usual practice to combine SEM analysis with other methods, such as biochemical tests or 

molecular analyses. Despite the encouraging findings of this experimental trial, further study 

is needed before ischemia post-conditioning may be used as a therapeutic intervention in 

premature newborns. To fully understand the long-term consequences of post-conditioning 

on neurodevelopment and health, further research is needed to examine the underlying 

processes, appropriate timing, and length of this practice. Ischemia post-conditioning shows 

promise as a preventative strategy for minimizing cell death in neonatal rats subjected to 

ischemia damage, according to the results of this experimental investigation. These results 

highlight the need for more investigation into the causes and prevention of cell death in 

premature newborns. 
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